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About CCSI 
CCSI is a dynamic managed services provider that supplies the finest quality discovery, 
planning, design, implementation, and operational support services for our customers. Our 
primary objective is to deliver business solutions that ensure clients achieve and maintain 
a competitive edge.

For more than 40 years, CCSI has remained on the forefront of technological innovation, 
navigating clients through a complete IT revolution with a focus on helping firms understand 
the practical business implications of emerging technologies. Our focus is to improve our 
client’s performance through technology solutions, thus reducing IT expenditure while 
maintaining the highest levels of network up-time, hardware reliability, data integrity, and 
application stability.

CCSI is a privately held company that was founded in 1974 by former IBM technical support 
specialists. Our mission at that time was to provide installation and maintenance for IBM 
mainframe hardware. Today, CCSI provides the highest quality of service in the industry 
for the full spectrum of technologies—from network infrastructure, managed services, IP 
security, IP telephony, to storage solutions.

Full Suite of Solutions & Services Across the Lifecycle Framework

   7 x 24 x 365 Monitoring 

    Cybersecurity Solutions

   Network Security Solutions

 Crisis Management Solutions

 Situational Awareness Platforms

  Storage Solutions

 Penetration Testing

  Network Assessments 

  Managed Services

  Data Center Solution

   Microsoft Services

  Cybersecurity Monitoring

 Cloud Services

     Physical Security

  IT Support Services

  CCSInet - 3rd Party Maintenance

  Priority Response Engineering

  Strategic Vendor Partnerships

 Staff Augmentation

 Compliance Assessments

 Security Assessments

  
Physical & Cyber 

Security

  
Managed Services

Over 

40
Years

  
Custom Solutions
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CCSI partners with key vendors in the cybersecurity and networking industry to deliver a full quality solution set 
protecting your critical assets. CCSI has in-depth knowledge of best-in-class OEMs and ISVs, which gives us the 
flexibility to specify the best technology to drive business initiatives. 

 Strategic Vendor Partnerships
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CCSI personnel hold the 
industry's most prestigious 
certifications. We provide 
application-focused solutions, 
project management, and 
implementation services 
led by senior-level delivery 
consultants. We have the finest 
technical expertise, as well as, 
the professional and managed 
services know-how to accelerate each clients' success, whether it’s time to market, cost and efficiency 
initiatives, or implementation of specific projects.

We leverage technology to inspire 
innovation, promote growth, drive 
efficiency, and accelerate our clients’ 
success. Our focus is on understanding 
our clients’ unique business challenges 
and desired outcomes. At CCSI, we 
think about the entire lifecycle of 
the technologies employed by our 
clients and work with them using a 
holistic approach to help them achieve 
their goals. We do this by assessing, 
designing, building, and managing 
solutions customized for each client’s 
needs to deliver exceptional results.

We listen, we care, we respond.

 How Are We Different?

  Deep technical 
expertise in our 
areas of focus

  Local employee 
support services

  Technology solutions 
customized and tailored 
to meet client needs

  Services that support 
clients across all stages 
of their IT journey 

  Management of multi-
vendor multi-geography, 
environments

  On-time and  
on-budget delivery

CCSI’s Managed Services Ensure that the Mission Critical Networks  
and Systems Infrastructure Your Business Depends On is  
Optimized, Secure, and Available 24 x 7 x 365 
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  Diverse, Flexible, and Reliable Solution Offerings

MSP Services

  Fault Management

  Configuration Management

   Performance Management

  Performance Analytics

 3rd Party Management

 Solution Oriented Monitoring

 Cloud Management

 Back up as a Service / DRaaS

 Cloud Migration

MSSP Services

  Next-gen Endpoint Security

   Incident Management & Response

   Breach Detection as a Service

  Virtual Ciso

  SIEM / Log Management

  Vulnerability Management / Pen Testing

  Identity Access Management

 Compliance / Security Risk Assessment

 Ransomware Assessments / NYS DFS

Managed Services

CCSI’s state-of-the-art NOC and SOC, uses sophisticated tools for network management, monitoring 24x7x365, 
reporting, and notifications enabling you to achieve your business goals and stay ahead of your competition. CCSI 
offers a fully flexible management services menu tailored to your unique requirements & network environment. 

 24 x 7 x 365 Monitoring 

Service Level Options

 Change Management 

 Customer Dashboard

 Reporting

  Root Cause Analysis

 Skilled Service Desk

 Device Configuration Backup

CCSInet – IT Hardware Maintenance Services

CCSInet is a bundled service that offers a comprehensive and quality maintenance support with substantial savings vs. 
typical manufacturer maintenance costs. It allows you to rest easy knowing that every infrastructure component your 
business relies on is covered. 

 Full In-house Service Repair               
          Department

  IBM eSeries/iSeries/pSeries

  Tailored Client SLAs – 8/5 to 24/7
 (std 4-hour, 2-hour response times available)

 Cisco Hardware Replacement                    
           & On-Site Repair

  System Z Enterprise Servers

  Physical Security Equipment

 Server/SAN/PC/Printer/Wireless  
           (Dell, Cisco, HP, IBM)

 All Associated Peripherals

  24 hour CCSI Call Center
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ThreatProtect
ThreatProtect solution monitors all network traffic to gain high-fidelity 
visibility into all device actions — including IoT and BYOD devices, from the 
campus to the data center to the cloud, exposing attackers. ThreatProtect 
eliminates the labor intense threat hunting by rapidly identifying and 
isolating threats 24x7x365. We automatically prioritize, score, and correlate 
detected threats with compromised hosts and key assets that are the 
targets of an attack. CCSI will notify you of threats detected, determine 
exposure, quickly isolate, and provide remediation advice. 

Physical Security Solutions
Our team helps clients maximize the safety of their environments through 
comprehensive planning, technology, and systems integration solutions 
for improved situational awareness and crisis management. Installing 
an IP-based physical security solution requires a considerable amount of 
network expertise — something CCSI has a lot of.

Cloud Services - Full Service Cloud Practice
The CCSI Cloud Services team will steer your organization to the best solutions for you, not just towards the latest 
technology. We solve today’s most complex and critical business needs with code rather than hardware. We’re 
weaving together multi-cloud environments to ensure that you remain secure, innovative, available and competitive. 
And we’re doing it by refining what works whereas others are creating on the fly. In short, we take a partnership 
approach to your business that incorporates and transcends the latest tech trends.

 Diverse, Flexible, and Reliable Solution Offerings

 Superior Threat Visibility

 Rapid Isolation

 Identify Elusive Cyber Attackers

 Identify Network Hygiene Issues

   Incident Lifecycle Management

   Reporting & Detection Reviews 

 24 x 7 x 365

 Video Surveillance

 Door Access Control

 Video Door Stations 

 Visitor Management Systems

 Emergency Notification Systems 
         (Phones, Bells, Clocks, Panic Buttons)

  Full Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery Services

 Cloud Migration Services (AWS, Azure, Google, Hybrid and Multi-cloud)

 Cost Management and Containment

 Management and Monitoring

 Cloud Security
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  Monitored, Managed, and Security Services

CCSI managed services are designed to be your first line of defense for security and networking challenges by 
extending your team to include CCSI specialists. Whether your needs are product support or full managed security 
services, CCSI's team of certified experts located at our Network Operation Center (NOC) and Security Operation 
Center (SOC) are ready around the clock to support you. 

What are CCSI MSP Services (NOC)
The CCSI NOC is a 24x7 operation center that focuses on the uptime, availability, and operations for our clients. Our 
certified engineers are monitoring systems around the clock and are the extension to your operations team. 

CCSI MSP Features and Services Monitored Managed

24x7x365 staffed coverage from US-based, vendor certified network and security engineers  

Customizable coverage hours from US-based, vendor certified network and security engineers  

Guaranteed 15-minute response time  

Web portal access with customized dashboards  

Real-time event status  

Service desk access and ticketing  

Proactive device health monitoring, alerting and reporting  

Runbook driven procedures  

Monitoring and management of premise and cloud based solutions  

Device monitoring, alerting and reporting  

System monitoring, alerting and reporting  

Application monitoring, alerting and reporting  

Real-time performance statistics  

Fault and performance history reporting  

Customer solution monitoring such as IPT  

Virtual infrastructure monitoring  

Daily configuration backups  

Configuration change logging and alerting  

Website/mail server availability and response times  

Device change management 

Device updates for fault and performance resolution 

Manage 3rd parties for fault isolation and remediation 

Fault troubleshooting and fault isolation 

Remote remediation of device faults 
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  Monitored, Managed, and Security Services

What are CCSI MSSP Services (SOC)
The CCSI SOC is a 24x7 security focused team equipped for monitoring and hunting security incidents within your 
network. Our SANS certified analysts are trained to find incidents and take the appropriate action defined by the client.

CCSI MSSP Features and Services Monitored Managed

24x7x365 staffed coverage from US-based, vendor certified network and security engineers  

Customizable coverage hours from US-based, vendor certified network and security engineers  

Guaranteed 15-minute response time  

Web portal access with customized dashboards  

Real-time event status  

Service desk access and ticketing  

Proactive device health monitoring, alerting and reporting  

Runbook driven notification and remediation  

Monitoring and management of premise and cloud based solutions  

Log management including networks, systems, databases, operating systems and applications  

Customizable secure log archive  

Event and incident reporting  

Alert correlation & tuning  

Audit event success/failure  

Alert on policy/configuration and permission changes  

DDoS monitoring and remediation  

File integrity management 

Identity access management 

Vulnerability management 

Device updates to correct vulnerabilities 

Device vulnerability monitoring 

Event analysis and advisory 

Threat detection and isolation - ThreatProtect 

Reportability of investigations 

Managed Security Awareness Training (e.g. Phishing, Social Engineering, Compliance Training) 

Managed Perimeter (Firewall, IPS, Router)  

Managed Secure Endpoint 

Managed Secure Email 

DDoS Stress Test 
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  Engineering Expertise

Arbor
Advanced Threat Solutions
DDoS Solutions
ISP/Carrier Solutions

Aruba
Certified Mobility Professional

Axis Communications
Axis Certified Professional

Cisco
Certified Sales Expert
Certified Design Associates
Certified Internetwork Expert (CCIE)
CCNA in Collaboration 
CCNA in Data Center 
CCNA in Routing & Switching
CCNA in Security
CCNA in Video
CCNA in Voice
CCNA in Wireless
CCNP in Security
CCNP in Collaboration 
CCNP in Data Center 
CCNP in Routing & Switching
CCNP in Voice
CCNP in Wireless

Citrix
Certified Sales Professionals
Certified Professional - Networking
CA for Citrix NetScaler 10

Cylance
Solution Engaged Training

Firetide
DFS Certification

Fortinet
Network Security Expert 1
Network Security Expert 2
Network Security Expert 3

Microsoft
MCSE: Cloud Platform and Infrastructure
MCSE: Productivity
MCSE: Messaging
MCSE: Server Infrastructure

Milestone
Milestone Advanced

Netskope
Certified Cloud Associate

Palo Alto Networks
Accredited Configuration Engineer (ACE)
Accredited Sales Expert (ASE)

Professional Sales Engineer (PSE)

Silver Peak
SPS-WAN (Sales Professional - SDWAN)
SPTS-WAN (Technical Sales - SDWAN)

Varonis
Sales Professional

Veeam
Sales Professional
Technical Sales Professional

VMware
CP6: Data Center Virtualization
Certified Professional on vSphere 5
Technical Solutions Professional (VTSP)

General
ITIL Foundation Certified

PMP Certified (Project Management 
Professional)
SAN GSEC (GIAC Security Essentials)

At CCSI, It's All About the People First

CCSI provides the highest quality of service in the industry for the full spectrum of technologies–from containers to PCs, 
network infrastructures, managed services, IP telephony, cybersecurity, cloud services, SDWAN, to storage solutions. We 
provide architecture with innovation. Partner with us and discover what sets us apart from the rest. 

At CCSI, we believe that technology exists to make our lives - and our businesses - simpler, more productive, secure, 
and ultimately more profitable. Learn more at www.ccsinet.com.

We listen, we care, and we respond. Let’s Grow Together.

Contact Us Today:  1-800-526-2146 ● about@ccsinet.com ● www.ccsinet.com
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